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Ultrafast resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization in the azabenzences: Pyridine, pyridazine, pyrimidine, and pyrazine
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We report on the ultrafast photoionization of pyridine, pyridazine, pyrimidine, and pyrazine. These four molecules represent a systematic series of perturbations into the structure of a benzene ring which explores the substitution of a C–H entity with a nitrogen atom, creating a heterocyclic structure. Data are recorded under intense-field, single-molecule conditions. The pulses (50 fs, 800 nm) are focused into the molecular vapor, and ion mass spectra are recorded for intensities of \( \sim 10^{13} \) W/cm\(^2\) to \( \sim 10^{15} \) W/cm\(^2\). We measure ion yields in the absence of the focal volume effect without the need for deconvolution of the data. For all targets, stable singly- and doubly-charged parent ions \( (C_6\text{N}_n H_{6-n} N_n)^{\pm (+)} \) are observed with figures suggesting resonance-enhanced ionization.

From the intensity dependence of the ion yield, we infer that excitation occurs both through \( \pi \pi^* \) transitions (remnants of the benzene structure) and through \( \pi n^* \) transitions, the latter being a result of Rydberg-like excitations of the lone pair electrons of the nitrogen atoms. Stability against intense-field fragmentation is also discussed. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3682541]

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the considerable abundance and biological relevance of organic molecules similar to it, benzene has long been viewed as an archetypal molecule of organic chemistry. The stability of the aromatic six-member ring structure results in a wide variety of substituted variants in which the substitution of an atom or functional group can perturb the electronic structure while maintaining many of the features of benzene. For instance, functional groups can substitute for one or more hydrogen atoms and/or one or more nitrogen atoms may substitute for a carbon atom in the ring, making the molecule heterocyclic. Perhaps the most fundamental of these aromatic heterocycles, pyridine (azabenzene), involves the replacement of a single C–H unit with a nitrogen atom; this alters the system but it remains isoelectronic with benzene. If this substitution is made twice, three separate isomers result depending on the relative positions of the two nitrogen atoms in the ring, as shown in Fig. 1: pyridazine (1,2-diazine), pyrimidine (1,3-diazine), and pyrazine (1,4-diazine).

Due to their fundamental similarity to benzene, their prevalence in herbicides and pharmaceutical drugs, and pyrimidine’s function as the base structure for the DNA/RNA nucleotides, the electronic structure of the azabenzences has been studied thoroughly. Transitions, energies, and symmetry assignments have been investigated through electron-energy loss experiments and UV absorption, zero-kinetic-energy (ZEKE) electron spectroscopy, and more recently, absorption of vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) synchrotron radiation (Refs. 4–7, and 12 include comprehensive tables of the available electronic transitions in the azabenzences). A thorough summary of the work done through 1988 was presented by Innes et al. However, while the electronic structure has been extensively explored, little research has been done into the intense-field regime where the dynamics become considerably more complex due to its non-perturbative character. The ongoing interest in intense-field molecular dynamics and (the dynamics of ionization processes, in particular) (Refs. 14–16) is driven by their relevance in attosecond pulse generation, generation of short-wavelength radiation, and ultimately the desire to control chemical reactions. Unfortunately, although computational work can simulate quite accurately the electronic structures of these molecules, fully \( ab \) initio simulations of intense-field molecular photodynamics are far beyond reach even for the most advanced supercomputers. This makes experimental investigations all the more crucial.

The present work focuses on how the nitrogen substitutions affect the intense-field dynamics of pyridine and the diazines. Because the lone pairs of the nitrogen atoms result in energy levels near to the two highest occupied \( \pi \) orbitals (remnants of the benzene system), there is a highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) band containing the two benzene-like \( \pi \) orbitals as well as one (pyridine) or two (the diazines) interacting lone-pair orbitals. While the benzene \( \pi \) system is resonant with three 800-nm photons in the monosubstituted halobenzenes, the energies of these transitions are now not only perturbed by the substitutions, but they are also in direct competition with \( n \pi^* \), \( n(\text{Rydberg}) \), and \( n \pi^* \) transitions. Further, even when a low-field transition is out of resonance with an integer number of photons, the intense-field Stark shift may force such a transition into a “dynamic resonance.”

Presented here are the yields of singly- and doubly-ionized parent molecules as a function of laser intensity for pyridine, pyridazine, pyrimidine, and pyrazine. In each case, we observe signatures of resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI). The measurements as presented were taken in the absence of the focal volume effect; in...
the presence of the volume effect, the features indicative of REMPI would not have been seen. Unlike other methods to avoid the volume effect, our method allows direct measurement with three-dimensional spatial resolution without the need for further deconvolution or assumptions about beam quality.

Our measured ion yields are presented in Fig. 2, in which the ion yield $Y$ is plotted against the pulse intensity $I$ with both axes on logarithmic scales. This double-logarithmic representation is customary and convenient in studies of intense-field ionization, because ion yields from multiphoton processes rise as $Y \propto I^m$, where $m$ is the number of photons involved. In the double-logarithmic representation, these yields appear as straight lines with slope $m$. Based on our estimates of the Keldysh parameter, multiphoton ionization is likely; this is ultimately supported by the existence of several such straight lines with integer slope in our experimental data. Fitted values for the slopes are presented in Table I. For each target molecule we find two regions of intensities with integer slope, a signature of REMPI. In this process a resonant transition to an excited molecular orbital becomes saturated such that a smaller number of photons can ionize the target from this almost immediately populated excited state. At the highest intensities used, the parent ion yields of all species decrease as other processes become dominant, such as multiple ionization and fragmentation.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Parent ion yields

Parent ion yields of all four species are seen in Fig. 2. In this representation, each curve is separated from the next by factors of 100 for clarity; on a log-log plot this merely shifts the curve without altering it. The curve for pyridine, when fit to two regions with integer log-log slope, displays a slope of six at low intensity giving way to a slope of three at higher intensity, indicative of a $(3 + 3)$ REMPI process. Six-photon ionization is expected when considering ionization from either the HOMO or HOMO-1, which are nearly isoenergetic $\pi$ and $n$ orbitals (the $n$ orbital strongly correlating to the lone pair of the substituent nitrogen atom), as only these orbitals are within the range of six 800-nm photons (although only barely). Of these two orbitals, only the $\pi$ has a single-photon transition energetically resonant with three 800 nm photons necessary to observe $(3 + 3)$ REMPI. In this case, the excitation mechanism is the $1\pi_1^*\pi^0$ transition analogous to the $e_1^0e_2^0 \rightarrow e_1^3e_2^1$ transition in benzene. These benzene-like structures prove to be fairly robust throughout this molecular series; the most relevant in this case is the $1\pi_1^* S_0 \rightarrow S_1$ in benzene (vertical energy 4.9 eV). In the molecules considered here, this transition is only slightly perturbed to vertical values between 4.8 and 5.1 eV.

Upon close examination of pyridine in Fig. 3, however, it is apparent that at the lowest intensities the data trend slightly, but definitively, beneath a line with slope six. In fact, when fitting only the 29 lowest intensity data points, a slope of seven is found, followed by a slope six from points 29–55, and again the slope three from points 73–94 before higher order processes (multiple ionization, fragmentation) bring the parent yield down. Alternatively, if all of the first 55 points are fitted together, one finds a slope of 6.27; however, when this fit is applied, it becomes clear that this slope is too low for the slope-seven region and too high for the slope-six region. This makes it a poor overall compromise, since no range of intensities exists in which a slope 6.27 is a good fit. Due to the experimental uncertainties at low intensity (particularly low

TABLE I. Mathematically fitted slopes. Fitted slopes were determined by plotting log(yield) vs. log(intensity) and fitting to linear trends weighted by the error bars over the relevant regions. The range over which a slope was fitted was determined by finding the limits where, by including more data points of higher or lower intensity, the slope no longer remained consistent, whereas removing points did not significantly change the slope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Low-intensity slope fit</th>
<th>High-intensity slope fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pyridine</td>
<td>5.99 ± 0.05</td>
<td>3.04 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyridazine</td>
<td>5.99 ± 0.07</td>
<td>2.92 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrimidine</td>
<td>6.01 ± 0.08</td>
<td>2.90 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrazine</td>
<td>6.84 ± 0.15</td>
<td>4.05 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
count rate and precise calibration of the intensities) we conclude that the slope of six is legitimate.\(^{30}\)

Pyridazine, seen in Fig. 4, also exhibits log-log slopes of six and three, again indicative of \((3 + 3)\) REMPI. Although this result is the same as the curve for pyridine in a qualitative sense, the dynamics appears to be different. The introduction of the second nitrogen substituent creates an energetic splitting of their two lone pair states which owes to the symmetric \((n_+\) and antisymmetric \((n_-)\) superpositions. Because the lone pairs in this case are adjacent, there is substantial spatial overlap which leads to a larger splitting than in the other diazines.

The energy difference between the HOMO and all other bound states leaves the \(n_-\) as the only orbital capable of supporting six-photon ionization, so the ionization dynamics must originate there. But although the electronic excitations in pyridazine have been well documented\(^{5,31}\) there are no transitions to \(n\pi^*\) or \(n\text{(Rydberg)}\) excited states that are on (or even near) resonance for excitation by three 800-nm photons. At present this issue remains unresolved unless the vertical and adiabatic binding energies of the HOMO-1 (of \(\pi\) structure) differ by more than \(\approx 1.1\) eV (in which case the benzene-like \(1\pi\pi^*\) structure could again be responsible for \((3 + 3)\) REMPI). However, such a large difference between the vertical and adiabatic energies is unlikely.\(^{32}\) At present we hypothesize that the ac Stark shift of the \(n\pi^*\) state is significant enough to bring the transition into a dynamic resonance,\(^{33}\) since the field is large enough at these intensities to induce ponderomotive shifts\(^{28}\) of several eV. Unfortunately, we must speculate here; the definitive dynamics in pyridazine remains open to interpretation.

Pyrimidine is also most accurately fit with log-log slopes of six and three, as seen in Fig. 5. In this case the dynamics must originate from the HOMO, here the antisymmetric \(n_-\), since it is the only orbital within the energetic range of six photons (although only barely; the first IP of pyrimidine is 9.342 eV according to ZEKE measurements,\(^{10}\) where six 800-nm photons are 9.30 with a spread of 0.06 eV due to the pulse bandwidth). Here a \(1n\pi^*\) transition (labeled \(1\text{A}_2\) in Ref. 12) is most likely responsible for the dynamics. This transition has been observed in VUV absorption\(^{34}\) and electron-energy loss spectra\(^{6}\) at a vertical energy of 4.6–4.7 eV. The multiphoton processes we typically observe seem to be restricted by adiabatic energies (three photons absorption up to 4.65 eV dominates the excitation in benzene\(^{21}\) in spite of a well-documented vertical energy of 4.9 eV\(^{5}\)). Nevertheless, we find it reasonable to envision either a Stark shift of the levels involved in this transition or excitation to a vibrationally excited state such that a three-photon \(1n\pi^*\) excitation could find itself on resonance.

The curve for pyrazine, seen in Fig. 6, shows slopes of seven and four, indicative of either \((3 + 4)\) or \((4 + 3)\)
FIG. 6. Mathematically fitted slopes of pyrazine. Plotting the log(yield) against the log(intensity) results in regions of integer linear slopes corresponding to (3 + 4) REMPI. Like pyridine, resonant excitation appears to occur through a $1\pi\pi^*$ transition analogous the $S_0 \rightarrow S_1$ transition in benzene. Here the ground state is more deeply bound, so a seventh photon is required to ionize.

REMPE. The low-intensity slope is seven, although the HOMO ($n_+$) should be within the reach of six photons (ZEKE measurements find it to be 9.309 eV; six 800-nm photons is 9.30 eV). This would make the likeliest ionization a (3 + 4) REMPI in the benzene-like $\pi$ system once again. In fact, even if the $n_+$ orbital is also in the seven-photon range, electron-energy loss and single-photon experiments indicate that the benzene-like $\pi\pi^*$ transitions tend to dominate over the much weaker $n\pi^*$ transitions.7

We note that a part of the benzene structure includes transitions expected to be nearly resonant with four photons which could contribute to a (4 + 3) REMPI process. We consider in principle all energetically allowed transitions, such as the $\pi\pi^*$ ($^1B_{1u}$) and $n3s$ ($^1A_g$), even those which are typically forbidden by symmetry in the single-photon case; calculating the transition matrix elements for multiphoton processes is prohibitively involved, and the complexity of multiphoton interaction can lead to “forbidden” single-photon transitions being allowed in the multiphoton case. However, a population rate model based on generalized cross sections with optical pumping rates in multiphoton absorption demonstrates that, if both three- and four-photon excitations are resonant, the three-photon channel dominates the excited state population. Even for similar generalized cross sections the three-photon resonant state acquires the majority of the probability density. In other words, a three-photon transition saturates at lower intensity that a four-photon transition. As a result, we determine that the (3 + 4) REMPI is the leading source of parent ionization.

B. Parent stability and multiply-charged parent ion yields

As seen in Fig. 7, the parent ion yields differ significantly in their total yields near saturation. At each molecule’s saturation intensity, it is expected that every target molecule undergoes either ionization or fragmentation; thus, differences in the parent ion yields at saturation must be due to fragmentation. The precise details of intense-field fragmentation is beyond the scope of this work, though fragmentation due to VUV absorption has been studied elsewhere. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this work it is useful to identify general trends, such as the relative instability of the singly ionized pyrimidine parent and the relative enhancement of the singly ionized pyridazine parent. Oddly, these two are the most similar in their electronic orbital configuration, both having their antisymmetric $n$ and $\pi$ orbitals as the HOMO and HOMO-1, respectively.

Each of the molecules presented is also found in its dicative state. While the precise dynamics of the second ionization cannot be inferred through the results of the current experiment, we note that pyrazine has a larger propensity to form a doubly charged ion than the other species. We attribute this to the fact that pyrazine’s symmetry ($D_{2h}$) differentiates it from the rest of the series ($C_{2v}$) and gives it a symmetric ($A_g$) HOMO, though why this leads to a more stable dication needs further investigation. The doubly-charged parent ions of each species have approximately the same appearance intensity ($\approx 6\times 10^{15}$ W/cm$^2$), but the yield for pyrazine rises more prominently than the rest. In fact, the pyrazine di-cation yield rises with a log-log slope of six, although due to the more complicated dynamics of multiple ionizations, this is not likely indicative of a six-photon absorption.

We also observe that the pyridine dication yield is suppressed in comparison to the rest of the series, even saturating between $3\times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$. This suggests an inherent instability in the multiply-charged parent ion of pyridine in comparison to the other species; this is further upheld by the appearance of broader features in the mass spectra suggestive of long-lived metastable states which fragment during their flight to the detector. The details of this process are not
presented here as they are the subject of further work and beyond the primary scope of the current paper. Pyridine shows a large (multiple orders of magnitude) enhancement in the yield of such broad features in the mass spectra, which adds credence to the sort of instability seen in the dication.

III. CONCLUSIONS

While the π system inherited from benzene is only mildly perturbed, and thus capable of playing a strong role in the intense-field dynamics of the mono- and di-substituted azabenzenes, the presence of lone pair states allows for much richer dynamics. In particular, the number of possible transitions in competition is increased compared to benzene and, in some cases, it is these transitions that dominate the intense-field ionization dynamics.

In particular, it seems that the introduction of the n state in pyridine does little to perturb the dynamics compared to benzene other than to destabilize the dication. It is only in the diazines, where multiple lone pairs interact with each other, that the dynamics becomes significantly perturbed. In pyrazine, where the symmetric superposition of lone pair orbitals becomes the HOMO, the perturbation affects the system differently. This sets pyrazine apart from the other species in terms of different ionization dynamics and increased yield of the dicaticonic state.

Field-induced molecular alignment studies often operate under similar laser conditions as the present work, although typically the laser intensity is kept slightly below the ionization threshold. In light of the present work, molecules with similar nitrogen heterocyclic systems may be poor choices for alignment studies; the increased number of transitions resulting from the lone pairs may lead to considerable excitation even below the ionization threshold, meaning that the aligned molecules may be in a variety of excited states when measured. Selection of molecular targets in such studies should be made carefully in light of the present work.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL

We used 800-nm (ℏω = 1.55 eV), 50-fs pulses produced by a Ti:sapphire laser system based on chirped-pulse amplification. These pulses were focused into a target vacuum chamber at stagnation pressures of ~1 × 10^{-7} mbar, with this pressure chosen to maximize the count rate while avoiding distortions in the data. The resulting Gaussian laser focus, as measured with beam imaging software, was found to have a waist of 35 μm in FWHM in intensity. To minimize intensity gradients and chromatic focusing aberrations we collected ions not from the focal waist, but from a volume 3 mm away on the defocusing side. Intensities were calibrated by comparing saturation intensities in the current alignment scheme to that of fluorobenzene, which had previously been calibrated to the well-documented saturation intensity of atomic xenon. Rotating a half-wave plate in the laser’s compressor allowed adjustable attenuation of the beam ranging from ~8 × 10^{12} W/cm² to ~5 × 10^{14} W/cm². This range of intensities was adequate for identifying the relevant processes in all molecules considered.

Ions were detected with a double microchannel plate, the signal of which was fed into a counting card controlled by a PC. The spectrometer was tuned to map the spatial ion densities created by the laser pulses in the focus onto the TOF spectrum; by setting a region of interest in the TOF spectrum we then count ions created in a micrometer-sized, limited detection volume only. Inside this detection volume the intensity is nearly constant. Ion counts from outside the detection volume are simply discarded. Further details of the three-dimensional spatial ion resolution can be found in Ref. 23. For the present measurements we adjusted the dimensions of the detection volume to 500 μm (along the laser propagation direction) × 15 μm × 15 μm (along the two transverse directions). We estimate that the local intensity variations inside the detection volume are less than 14%; thus, the intensity is uniform up to 1/18th of a decade. This estimate includes possible vibrations and laser pointing variations of up to ±4 μm standard deviation. The intrinsic fluctuations in the laser pulse energy were less than 8%. All target chemicals were obtained from Aldrich, with purity 99% or better and used as purchased, with the exception of pyridazine, which was 98%. The pyridazine sample was dried over KOH and distilled under reduced pressure for purification; ion yield measurements were taken both before and after purification with no discernable differences.
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20Methods are beyond reach (see http://www.physorg.com/news194276894. html). Though impressive, this research required immense and costly
resources on a record supercomputer, with software developed and specifically optimized for its architecture. No resources exist to simulate the intense-field photodynamics of larger molecules.


30The ionization suppression at low intensity is repeatable through several datasets subjected to a wide array of experimental parameters, yet remains unique to pyridine, though it must be emphasized that the lowest intensities have the largest relative uncertainties in both intensity calibration and counting statistics. If one were to assume the suppression to be physical, one could imagine that the dominant excitation transition is slightly off resonance until the rising edge of the laser pulse is strong enough to reinforce the resonance through a dynamical Stark shift, known as a dynamic resonance. Though our data alone cannot support this, it could serve as a plausible hypothesis.


32NIST WebBook (http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry) lists both vertical and adiabatic ionization energies for each of the azabenzenes; the difference in these values is never greater than ≈0.6 eV.


